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Selection 1
Page(s): 2
Key:
Etude Title: No. 4

Tempo: Quarter Note = 116-132

Play from Beginning to end.

Errata:

Performance Guide:

This etude is written in the style of a toccata and is meant to be fast and flashy. Start by practicing full
range scales and arpeggios in the following keys: A minor, E major, plus your A diminished 7th
arpeggio. I would suggest that the performer incorporate a single tongue study into their daily
practice routine. A good single tonguing study that covers the range of the instrument can be found
on page 22 of the Langenus book 3. Be sure not to crush the first two 16th notes of each note
grouping. The large leaps written in this etude can present quite a challenge to the performer such as
in mlO and ml2. Approach these measures by practicing them multiple different ways at a very slow
tempo every day. Start by practicing these measures slurred at a very slow tempo, increasing the
metronome 1 or 2 bpm at a time. Another way to practice these measures would be to tu   the bottom
notes into dotted 8ths and the top notes into 16ths (you can easily flip this rhythm around and practice
it that way too). If needed, you can breathe after the staccato E on beat one in ml 3.
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Selection 2
Page(s): 13
Key:
Etude Title: No. 25

Tempo: Eighth note 84-96

Play from Beginning to end.

Err t :

m4 - The sixteenth note at the end of the measure should have a staccato marking.

Performance Guide:

This is a gorgeous etude written in a bel canto (beautiful singing) style. You must maintain control of
your air and breathing to sustain the long legato phrases. Practice long tones at very slow tempos
(Q=65 and below) throughout the range of the instrument to help build endurance. Along with long
tones, be sure to add a vibrato exercise to your daily warm-up. Practice your vibrato with a
metronome at varying tempos in triplets, quintuplets, and sextuplets throughout the range of the
instrument. Doing this will help you control the speed and width of your vibrato. I also suggest
listening to professional string players or vocalists (especially 18th century Italian opera) and try to
mimic their vibrato and incorporate it in this etude. Common mistakes made on this etude are usually
rhythmic in nature due to trying to play too rubato or adding in ornaments too soon. Start by learning
this etude with a metronome without any ornaments or tempo variances. When adding o  aments,
make sure they sound stylistically appropriate. Start the half note trills slowly and speed them up



through the duration of the note. Grace notes should be played slightly before the beat. The staccatos
in m6 and m8 should be tongued with a legato articulation. All other staccatos should be spaced but
not short. Make sure to use a  ide range of dynamics, however don't play so soft it sacrifices tone
quality. If you need to, you can add in breath marks after the G on the upbeat of 1 in m9, the beat 3 E-
flat in ml 1, and after the low B in ml 6. Taper notes before breaths. Remember to record yourself
often and listen to it.

Selection 3
Page(s): 18
Key: F Minor

Etude Title: No. 36

Tempo: Dotted quarter note 76-84

Play from Beginnin  to end.

Errata:

Performance Guide:

Start by practicing your F minor scales and arpeggios as well as your diminished 7th arpeggios to
help you in learning this etude. Pay close attention to the key signature and the accidentals in each
measure. The etude should stay smooth and flowing throughout. The performer must be careful to not
clip the top note of each arpeggiated slurred passage. To help with this, make sure to keep your air
constant and use a light  du  syllable on the tip of the reed when tonguing the lower note. Since the
majority of this etude is slurred, it will be easy to rush. Always practice with a metronome. Practice
the slurred passages tongued to ensure evenness of fingers. I find the most challenging measures are
m29 and m30 especially when played up to tempo. Practice these measures slowly in eighths, triplets,
sixteenths, and quintuplets to help with the technique. The E-flat grace notes found in the first and
second measure can be played using just the 3rd palm key. In mm21-23 you can leave your A-flat key
down for the entirety of those three measures. If needed, you can breath after the F-sharp on beat 1 of
ml3.
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Alleg o eon brio (ll6=J)

(l) In a faat tempo the high Eb can be produced by adding the G# ke  to the high D.
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